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DEFINITION OF TERld!JUSEb hl CONNEdTtON WI!tH

COMMERCIAL AIRCRAFT ENGINES+
,.

By”Martinet Lagarde.,. ....... . ...=...,—.. -———...

For the purpose of faci-litatinginternational relations,

i wish to emphasize the importance of the standardization of

and definitions relating to the use of engines on

1.

2,

a)

Power unit: HP = 75 kg/m/see..—

Weight of en~ine emp’ty:Weight of engine with its essen-

tial accessories, forming an integral part of the.engine, such

as the carburetor,magneto, water and oil pumps, and propeller

hub, but without water or oil.

b) Weight of engine in running order: weight of engine emPtv.—

Plus water for cooling the cylinders and juSt enough oil for run

ning.

c) Weight of engine RrouP for n hours of flight: weight

of engine in running order plus weight of accessories peculiar t

each airplane (radiators and water, e~xhaustpipe, bolts or other

attachment devices, propeller, gages and controls, fuel feed de-

vices, gasoline and oil tanks, oil radiators, eto., with fuel for

trip at the indicated engine power for altitudes below 100 meters,

3. Power definitions: Every power designation must include

the period of time it can be maintained on the ground, together

with the correspondingrevolution speed. For the sake of simplic-

* From “Premier Congres International de la Navigation Aerienne,”
Paris, November, 1921, Vol. Iv, pp. 502-3,



ityj I su~gest the folluwirigpomez designations:
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a) Eh~akehcrsepowex: numfoerused to designate HP of eng:2?

and which can be maintained on the ground, on the test bench, for

at least half an hour at a t~.me,at -t’heVaximu.mallowable revolv.“

tion speed, The indicated powez may equal the maximum power,

though normally it is equal to about 0.9 of the latter. This

pomer is ordinarily employed in calculation,modified, if neces-

sary> in ordez to allo-m for differences of altitude, of supe~-

chaz?ging,uinder-feed.ingor over-feeding.

b) l[ax~.mumpower: This is the greatest power the engine can

the ground, evei~for a vezy short time (2 minutes) at the

revolution speed,

Normal,power: The power the engine can furnish on the

give on

Yflaximum

c)

ground for at least’4.5 hours, at a revolution speed generally

lower than the maxiqum.

4. Test characteristics:A test can be officially approved

OIIly for the len@h of tirfleit is continued without.interruptiofi.

In summing up the individual trials of an endurance teSt, OIlly

the non-stop trials of ovec two hours are counted. The engine

‘??ustbe tested on the bench> under conditions as nearly aS pOSSi-

ble like those of airplane flight, as regards the temperatures

of the mater and oil.

5. Definition of fuel: The fuel is defined by its source,

its distillation curve, its density and the density of the last

twentieth of the distillate. The rapidity of the ~rocess should

be indicated.
.
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6. Definition of l~k~i(j~i~t:.——. . The oil is defined-by its nat-

ouze or i%s viscosi+y: 15 - 5C0 and LOO°C, a cccmpaniedby the

description of the apparatus employed. It would be well to

s‘~andardi%e ‘~hedefinition of the geiatinoug state~ at which the.

oi1 can no longer be used as a.lu’o~ica;l~:,and othez p?incipal”

characteristicsof identification.

7. Definition of me~~l~ (steels in ~articulax): Any steel.———

should be defined by its characteristics (o-~tainedsimultaneousl-

y by a systematic thezmic treat;~en$)of tensile strength, litnit

of elasticity, expansion and resilience. The resilience figure

should be acxoypnj.ed by the desc~ipti~~ of the machine employed

and the sample used,

Endeavors to improve the engines,

of the steel, are of prime importance,

by improving ihe qualftY

Standardization of the

methods of testing -metals and of the ~empe~a~ures for gaging is

desirable.

Translated by the l~atio~l Advisory (?om~~t~ee for Aeronautics,
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